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Rally In Tally 2016 
By Yosef Benjamin (Crown Heights, NY) 
 

With 241 coordinated buses, 10 independent buses, one 
plane full of supporters and over 10 independent drivers 

with cars full of people - plus the walk-ups from 
Tallahassee schools and supporters - the crowd was well 

over 11,000 people. 

 

The Road to Magic 
By Sholom Raskin (Montreal, CA) 
 

Hi my name is Sholom Dovber Raskin but just call me Sholom.  Have you ever seen 
a magic show and just wanted to know how the magician did it or the magician just 
did an amazing trick and your friend knows how he did it and he looks so cool. 
     That feeling always bothered me.  So one day I went online and knows how 

 
 

 he did it and he looks so cool. 
     That feeling always bothered me.  So one day I went online and saw a bunch of tutorials on 
magic tricks and card tricks and I thought.  Amazing now I know how to do it. But I can also do 
magic tricks for others. During the first few weeks of me trying to do magic, almost everyone 
figured how I did the tricks, mainly because of my poor performance and lack of practicing. 
     And so I changed a lot. I started practicing a lot on beginner tricks till I got to where I am now. 
     Due to my experiences with magic shows I like doing a show with kids between 10-14 and why I 
like that is because that’s the age kids appreciate how to do card/magic tricks. So I do shows that 
start off with some amazing tricks then I teach the crowd some tricks that they can do and then 
finish off with some more amazing tricks. 
     In closing, a message to all out there; it’s easy to just find out how to do magic tricks,  but if you 
truly want to be successful you have  to be determined and be strong willed and that is the only 
way to TRULY succeed in life. 

 

Motzoi Shabbos 
Speaker 
 

By Simmy Zuckerberg 
(Clifton, NJ) 
 

 

     It all began in late August when the Alliance for School Choice/Step Up got in touch 
with our Rosh Yeshiva (dean), Rabbi Salfer.  They wanted to arrange for the Yeshiva to go to a protest 
in Florida’s capital in the middle of January, the 'Rally in Tally'.  Understanding how important of an 
issue the rally was going to be on, Rabbi Salfer accepted.   They sent us shirts, ponchos and everything 
we would need to prepare for the protest.  The protest’s goal was to fight against a lawsuit raised by 
the Florida teacher’s union against this program.  

      The Alliance for School Choice is a national school choice advocacy group which works with lawmakers to support Florida’s school voucher 
program.  This program offers stipends to eligible parents to enroll their children in private or charter schools that may better meet their child’s need 
then their local public school.  The program it works through is called the Florida Tax Credit Scholarship Program, and it was designed to give poor 
families an alternative to failing public schools. Lawmakers have steadily increased the income eligibility standards and total funding for the program 
over the years, to the organizations success.  Now starting July first, households earning up to 260 percent of the federal poverty level are eligible for 
these vouchers, although priority is still given to those making less than 185 percent of the poverty level. 
     Those eligibility standards, however, are already scheduled to increase next year without legislative action. About 78,100 children — 
predominantly minorities — received tax-credit scholarships for the 2015-16 school year, according to the Florida Department of Education.  The 
largest share is from Miami-Dade County, whose 20,800 recipients account for more than a quarter of the program. Among other South Florida 
counties, Broward has 7,000 student participants, Palm Beach has 2,400 and Monroe has 115.  Student scholarships for 2015-16 are as much as 
$5,677 toward tuition and fees at one of nearly 1,600 participating private schools statewide. According to the Department of Education, 80 percent 
of those schools are religious schools.  The main focus of the rally was to face a lawsuit raised by the public school teachers’ union challenging the 
program, which is still pending in court.  
     This past Monday guys went to Costco and Winn Dixie to pick up snacks and water bottles, while others made sandwiches.  Monday evening we 
had a barbeque at Rabbi Salfer's house and then organized everything for the trip. The bus arrived around 1 AM, and several students began loading 
the bus. At 2:00 AM, we finally left for Tallahassee!  Before we all fell asleep we saw around 50 other buses join us on the highway all going to the 
same place. A few hours later, we stopped at a rest stop to switch drivers and saw man other buses going to the protest. There were a few police 
officers getting their own day started who were confused at why so many buses had been showing up all night.  We were able to talk to them for a 
bit, explaining how important this protest was.  They were very supportive when they heard because many of their own kids receive money from the 
program. We finally arrived in Tallahassee just as we finished davening Shacharis (Morning Prayer). 
     We were given Bus Number 134, which was to identify how many participants would need lunch and that it should be Kosher. We put on our 
protest shirts and grabbed a quick breakfast, and then joined the thousands of protesters.  There were so many people, that in any direction we 
looked we could see people as far as the eye could see. Along with everyone else we marched up to the Civic Center.  On the way we passed between 
the Capital building and the Florida Supreme Court. The program began with a welcome message from Bishop Victor Curry, the master of ceremonies.  
Afterwards Arlene Pabon sang the National Anthem. Bishop Curry spoke about the importance of the tax credit scholarship program and said that 
there were 10,527 people present. He introduced Julio Fuentes, an active lawyer in the Hispanic community.  Mr. Fuentes brought out a mother and 
son, who told their story of how the son was bullied in school and wanted to quit, but thanks to the scholarship program was able to go to a 
private school where he excelled.  
     Bishop Curry then introduced musical guest Donna Allen from The Voice and told us that she too uses the Step Up program for her own child 
earlier in her career. Reverend Holmes and Reverend Hawthorne Konrad Matthews introduced the keynote speaker, Martin Luther King III, who 
spoke on the Civil Rights Movement and how they fought for freedom.  At this point we had worked our way through the crowd to the front and I was 
on the side of the stage. They called up the religious leaders to join the Keynote speaker on the stage while he spoke about the importance of being 
able to choose the school that fits you. Rabbi Salfer and others joined him on the stage as he said that his father fought for freedom for everyone to 
go to whichever school they chose and that he believed that if we need to educate the young so that they have the best chance at success. 
     After that, a couple of us also joined them on stage-I stood next to Rev. Matthews and later I had the opportunity to meet Martin Luther King 
III himself. Afterwards I went over to Bishop Curry to thank him and we got into a conversation where he explained to me about the lawsuit.  He told 
me he was also from Miami and has close ties to the Jewish committee of Temple Israel of Greater Miami.  
     As we got off the stage I saw Ori and Iris Adivi from Aventura and we went over to say hello.  In the confusion of so many buses, we found 
out that the kosher food had not arrived yet and the taxi bringing it couldn't get into the area for security reasons. Since we couldn't go anywhere 
while our bus waited, we davened Mincha (afternoon prayers).  Rabbi Salfer, Boruch and I went looking for the Kosher lunches. We met the head of 
the event, who told us that she is Jewish and that there were in total 241 coordinated buses, 10 independent buses, and one plane full of supporters, 
making it hard to coordinate everything. 
     After most of the buses left at 2:00 PM, the police finally let the white taxi come through with the kosher food.  Our lunch was arranged by Chabad 
Lubavitch of the Panhandle-Tallahassee & Florida State University, which was very kind of them.  They supplied so much food that, with how hungry 
we were, some of us even ate not only seconds, but thirds, fourths, and even fifths! We might have been hungry the whole way there, but we ate the 
whole way back.  We finally got back to Yeshiva at 11pm and everyone was more than ready to go to sleep.  
     Thank you to Chanie Oirechman from Chabad Lubavitch of the Panhandle-Tallahassee & Florida State University for the delicious lunch. 
     Thank you to Bishop Curry, Julio Fuentes, Reverend Holmes, Reverend Matthews and Martin Luther King III for all their moving speeches. 
     We also wish a special thank you to Catherine Robinson for arranging this wonderful Event!   
     Thank you to all the Doresh students and staff who worked hard to make sure the trip went smoothly!  

  Pics on next page 
 

The past motzoi Shabbos, (my cousin,) Rabbi 
Ephraim Shapiro came to speak to the yeshiva. 
He told us about the Gedolai Hadoros, 
how important it is for us to know who they 
were, and most importantly, that we all have the 
potential to become the next godol hador  
   We would like to extend a heady thanks to 
Rabbi Shapiro 

 

The Yeshiva with Rabbi Ephraim Shapiro and his sons Mordechai (right-

center) and Yeshaya (left-center) 

bochurim to the klezmer orchestra with Bentzion 
Miller. The music was played beautifully some 
songs were from fiddler on the roof, chazanos 
and klezmer music.    
     Thank you to Rabbi Bukspan for a fun 
experience. And to Rabbi Menachem Smith from 
United Jewish Generations for arranging this 
wonderful Event.  

 

Grand Klezmer, 
Cantorial Concert  

 By Ari Albert 
 

(North Miami Beach, FL) 
This past Sunday Rabbi Bukspan 

took some 

 Rabbi Goldstein 
Comes To Doresh 
 

By Aryeh Marder 
(Lakewood, NJ) 
 

This past Friday Yeshivas Doresh 
had an opportunity to hear Rabbi  

 Shlomo Goldstein from the Diaspora Yeshiva. He 
spoke about how Jews are supposed to act.  He 
also said if we want Moshiach in this world we 
all should learn Torah and help other Jews learn 
more Torah.  He also said we need to do Mitzvos 
as well to speed his arrival.  After his speech he 
gave us a Bracha that we should all have a love 
of Torah and learn it so we can be closer to 
Hashem.   

 

 

Our New Professor 
 

By Ms. Oullette 
Professor Aryeh Marder gave a a class this 
past Wednesday on drawing faces. He had 
learnt that at his first class at the art 
program in Krop high school last year. He 
went step by step and Yaakov Gottheil 
quickly learned and drew 2 amazing faces. 
“To teach is to learn twice.”  
      Thank you Aryeh for sharing your gift. 

Rav Eisenstein From 

Yerushalayim and Rafi 

Bausk 

Rabbi Shlomo Goldstein from the 
Diaspora Yeshiva speaking at the 

yeshiva 
 

 


